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N O R D I S  F E L L A N D  
ALTHOUGHIT IS N O W  T W E N T Y  Y E A R S  OLD, 
Wright and Platt’s Aids to Geographical Research continues to be the 
fundamental work in its field, noted for its discriminating selection, its 
comprehensiveness, and its pertinent annotations. The book is divided 
into three main sections: (1)general aids, which include general bibli- 
ographies and geographical periodicals and serials; ( 2 )  topical aids, 
which include historico-geographical studies, and works in geograph- 
ical methodology, biogeography, physical, mathematical, political, and 
human geography; and ( 3 ) regional aids and general geographical 
periodicals that cover the entire world country by country. Harris’ 
Geographical Bibliograph y,2 designed for graduate students in geog- 
raphy at the University of Chicago, to some extent serves as a supple- 
ment to Wright and Platt. 
A Basic Geographical Library,3 published by the Commission on 
College Geography of the Association of American Geographers, pro- 
vides a standard list of books of special excellence or of particular 
value to the student of geography. Since it is designed primarily for 
an American audience, the emphasis is on English-language publica- 
tions and on English translations of foreign-language works. Important 
books in other standard scientific languages are included when equiva- 
lent works in English are not available. In this landmark publication, 
approximately four hundred geographers cooperated in supplying an- 
notations in their special fields of competence. 
Although some of the important German bibliographies have be- 
come war casualties, the Geographisches Taschenbuch has published 
a number of bibliographies on regions and topics which are listed in 
a cumulative index appearing in the 1964-1965 volume. Schmidt and 
Streumann have produced a detailed index to German periodical 
literature, listing monographs in series. In January, 1966, the Institut 
fur Landeskunde of Bad Godesberg, Germany, began publication of 
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the bi-monthly Documentatio Geographica,% which will document all 
papers, monographs, research and scientific reports as well as more 
scientific reviews published in geographic periodicals and series all 
over the world received at the Institute. Classification numbers accord- 
ing to the Universal Decimal Classification System are given and refer- 
ences are grouped by region and subject. A complete annual list 
will consolidate all titles and will include an index. 
In 1962 the American Geographical Society’s Research Catalogue 
was published in book form. This classed catalog contains more than 
219,000 references for the period 1923-1961, and represents the distil- 
lation of four decades of geographical literature from throughout the 
world. The first two volumes contain references to general works with 
no regional significance, arranged according to the scheme used in the 
Society’s Research Catalogue. The remaining thirteen volumes are 
arranged regionally by continents. According to a review by W. G. 
Dean,8 the whole is “an invaluable guide to the geographical litera- 
ture since 1923; particularly useful are the periodical references in 
both geographical journals and those of peripheral fields. This is a 
publication of major importance to geography and will prove a great 
convenience in that virtually all geographical material on a given area 
may be found in one place.” Supplementing the Research Catalogue 
is Current Geographical Publications: issued monthly ( except July 
and August) since 1938 and designated by Professor Harris as “the 
most comprehensive current geographical bibliography issued in Eng- 
lish.”10 Arranged by regions and topics, each volume has a subject, 
author, and regional index. Users are appreciative of the promptness 
with which references are included. 
N e w  Geographical Literature and Maps l1 lists entries in the subject 
catalog of the Library of the Royal Geographical Society in London. 
Two numbers a year are published and there are some brief annota- 
tions. Geographical Abstracts,l* edited and published by K. M. Clay- 
ton of the Department of Geography, London School of Economics, 
appears quarterly in four series covering various fields of geography, 
with signed annotations, In a cooperative undertaking such as this, 
the editor is to be congratulated on its up-to-dateness. Clayton is also 
responsible for A Bibliography of British Geomorphology l3 covering 
the period 1945-1962, before Geomorphological Abstracts l4 began. 
Most entries deal with the British Isles, but articles of a general nature 
published in British journals are included. 
The most massive current geographical bibliography published in 
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any language is Referativni Zhurnal: Geografia.16 This Russian bibli- 
ography contains abstracts of geographical articles published through- 
out the world, including many in technical and trade journals. It is 
divided into topical and regional sections and has an English table 
of contents. The Bibliographie Gkographique Internationale,la pub-
lished with the collaboration of many institutions throughout the 
world, is arranged topically and regionally and includes periodical 
articles as well as books, critically selected and with some annotations. 
Although the quality is uneven it is an extremely valuable source of 
information. 
Serials are of particular importance to the geographer. Harris and 
Fellmann in “Geographical Serials” note that “since geographical 
publications frequently report most comprehensively on regions near 
at hand, even the obscure serial published in an out-of-the-way place 
in a strange tongue may be a valuable source of information; thus the 
geographer is more interested in foreign and minor serials than a 
scholar in certain other fields would be.” Geographers and libraries 
are indebted to these same authors for their International List of 
Geographical Serials l8 (with a half-title page in eight languages) and 
to Harris for his Annotated World List of Selected Current Geo- 
graphical Serials in English.lg Kaplan’s Guide to Information Sources 
in Mining, Minerals, and Geosciences 2o treats geography in a rather 
cavalier fashion, and has some glaring omissions. The National Coun- 
cil for Geographic Education has published Olson’s The Literature 
of Regional Geography 21 and the Vinges’ U.S. Government Publica- 
tions for Teaching and Research in Geography.22 Nordis Felland’s 
“United Nations Publications Useful to Geographers” 23 presents a 
brief introduction to the wealth of information published by the U.N. 
and its specialized agencies that is of interest to geographers and 
cartographers. 
To the geographer, the region is of prime importance, but it would 
be impossible to list here more than a few regional bibliographies. 
Twelve volumes of the monumental Arctic Bibliography 24 have been 
published and more will follow. In  1965 the first volume of Antarctic 
Bibli0graphy,2~sponsored by the Office of Antarctic Programs of the 
National Science Foundation, was published with full annotations. At 
the opposite end of the spectrum there is An Inventory of Geographic 
Research of the Humid Tropic prepared for the US. 
Army Natick Laboratories, Sommer’s Bibliography of African Geog- 
raphy 1940-1964 27 is a compilation of periodical references based pri- 
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marily on scholarly English and French sources. Covering much the 
same period for a smaller area is Huke’s Bibliography of Philippine 
Geography,1940-1 963.28Harris’297 so chapters in Horecky’s two volumes 
include the major works in Russian, English, French, and German on 
the geography of the Soviet Union. A Bibliographic Guide to the Eco-
nomic Regions of the United States 31 by Berry and Hankins is one of 
many useful publications from the Department of Geography at 
the University of Chicago. McManis’ Historical Geography of the 
United States: A Bibliography32 includes general, topical, regional, 
and state bibliographies, and references on the United States as a 
whole and by regions and states. 
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